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Abstract: The search for professional knowledge is affected by an endemic ambiguity
in the definition of required and provided competences. Ontologies represent a mean for
disambiguation, by providing a shared vocabulary for job market knowledge domain. In
this paper we propose an ontology based search engine for curricula, which exploits the
semantic annotation of available curricula to rank them with respect to a knowledge
request and implements novel technologies for dynamic and interactive web applications
development.
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Introduction

The main distinguishing element of knowledge with respect to any other kind of
good is in its intangibility, which makes subjective and ambiguous all of transactions in job market. A step toward disambiguation consists in trying to share as

much as possible the vocabulary used to describe required and provided knowledge. The use of ontologies [4, 3], nowadays widely employed in knowledge representation, may realize such a sharing objective. The technologies developed for
the Semantic Web initiative [2] make knowledge availability independent of the
physical location of the knowledge provider. In the introduced scenario the deployed resources of interest contain curricula vitae: by annotating curricula vitae
according to a given ontology, the disambiguation objective may be achieved. We
present a semantic-based search engine for curricula vitae, exploiting Semantic
Web technologies for curricula annotation according to the vocabulary provided
by a shared ontology. The search process calls for reasoning tasks on formalized knowledge, which we solve by exploiting formalism and reasoning services
provided by Description Logics(DL) [1].
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The Search Engine

The decentralized architecture of the proposed search engine is sketched in Figure 1. The engine searches for a CV answering the knowledge request among the

Figure 1: Search engine architecture

ones addressed by the database. The query, represented as an OWL-DL concept
[7], is answered by a retrieval process exploiting RacerPro [5] to rank CVs
w.r.t. the query and taking the semantics of each CV into account. CVs semantics is conveyed through their annotation w.r.t. the given ontology in a RDF
file, whose URL is stored in the CVs database together with the URL of the
web page containing the CV itself. The decentralized architecture allows such
resources to be not necessarily resident on the same server as the search engine,
given their accessibility trough URLs stored in the Database.
In order to sort CVs on the basis of their semantic similarity to required task,
we propose here a ranking function, intuitively incrementing CV scores at each

occurrence of an owned skill relevant for the contextual query. More formally,
consider the knowledge query Q formalized w.r.t. an ontology T as conjunction
of concepts Ci , representing the required skills, that is to say Q = uCi with
i = 1, . . . n. Consider also the set D = CVj with j = 1 . . . m, including CVs
annotations according to T . The scores computation mechanism is based on the
algorithm detailed in the following:
Input : ontology T , CVj with j = 1 . . . m and Q = uCi with i = 1, . . . n concepts in DL,
satisfiable w.r.t. T
Output: V = (CVj , scorej ): score vector
i = 0;
foreach i <= n do
j = 0;
foreach j <= m do
if CVj v Ci then
scorej = scorej + 1;
end
j = j + 1;
end
i = i + 1;
end
return V = (CVj , scorej );

For each element Ci of concept in the knowledge request Q, RacerPro is
queried to compute CV scores as number of Ci concepts subsuming each curriculum CVj . The search process returns curricula sorted by score and the list
of URLs corresponding to such sorted list is retrieved by querying the DBMS.
The system provides a query GUI implementing a novel technology for Web 2.0
increasing the interactivity and the dynamism of web applications: Ajax [6]. The
GUI also provides multilingual support, by exploiting information for translation stored in the database. The layout of the home page providing the GUI for
the proposed search engine, shown in Figure 2, is divided in two main sections.
The left one contains the menu through which the user performs an intensional

Figure 2: Main page layout

navigation of the knowledge domain by browsing the ontology, which is shown
in a tree-like representation. Such a visualization is application independent and
is built on the fly. The column on the right is aimed at containing the chosen
search parameters, selected by using the Drag and Drop functionalities allowed
in the GUI.
Consider for example the request for a task requiring competences in engineering, ASP technology, and advanced knowledge about object oriented programming. Consider also that candidates who lived in United Kingdom(UK) for
an unspecified period of time are preferred. In order to formulate such a query
the user has to drag concepts Engineering, ASP, UK, OOP from the taxonomy
to the query panel. The selection of a concepts may cause the visualization of
an option menu with the relations associated with the selected concept. In the
introduced example the relations livingIn and hasAdvancedKnowledge have to
be chosen for the concepts UK and OOP, respectively. The resulting conjunctive
query is formalized as follows:
Q = Engineering u ASP u ∃livingIn.UK u ∃hasAdvancedKnowledge.OOP
Without loss of generality we show the application of the score computation
algorithm to only one annotated curriculum, CV , belonging to a Graduate in
Engineering, living in UK. The algorithm returns the vector V = {(CV, 2)},
because both the Engineering and the ∃livingIn.UK conjuncts of Q subsume
CV . If several CVs are available, their scores are computed according to the
proposed algorithm and the sorted list of URLs to the curricula web pages is
finally shown in the results page.
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Conclusions

We proposed a semantic based search engine for curricula supporting the process
of retrieving professional knowledge. The search engine is provided with a GUI
for query formalization exploiting the novel AJAX technology for dynamic and
interactive web applications development.
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